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Preparing for endurance sports
Preventing injuries to keep you training 
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Agenda

� What training does
- Some of the science behind training
- What’s happening in your muscles when you train

� Overuse injuries
- what they are
- how to prevent them

� Recovery tips
- a few secrets from the elite runners to help you recover

� Injury prevention
- What can you do to help
- What can I do to help
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Peta McSharry

� Trained in remedial Sports Massage

� Teach sports massage and sports & cycling first aid

� Am an endurance person
- Did my first triathlon at 15 and competed in the SA Games at 19
- Completed several marathons including one ultra (35 miles)
- Endurance cyclist, last year did 1400km in 15 days
- Hoping to do 3400km in 21 days this year, also known as the Tour de France

� Treated marathon runners, triathletes and cyclist for past 6 years
- Some have made it to the race
- Some have not

� Closet research scientist
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Science of training

� Allows us to maximise endurance and increase speed

� Science has allowed us to see what works and why

� 1940: Soviet scientists discovered athletic performance was 
improved by varying training stresses throughout the year

� Further developed by adding goals for various periods

� Called periodisation

� Training should progress from general to specific, starting 
with a good base

� “The harder I work the luckier I get” – Gary Player
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The miracle cure for injuries

� The human body has an innate ability to heal itself

� So what stops it from healing:
- Not enough recovery

- Faulty biomechanics

- Training environment or equipment
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� Depending on your training plan, it will focus on different 
aspects of the workload

� Periodisation would focus on improving one area before 
moving to another, e.g. build endurance before improving 
speed

How do we fitter?

� increase stress = positive physical change

� Stress can be manipulated by increasing:
- Frequency

- Duration

- Intensity
Work load
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Progression

� Gradually increase
- With periods of rest and recovery

- If not – overtraining & injury

� Stress must be greater than the body can handle
- Enough stress to allow adaptation to occur

� Too hard a workout and you loose training days
- Means lost fitness

- Wasted time and energy
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Overload

� Load which challenges current state of fitness

� Causes fatigue

� Followed by recovery

� Eventually  greater level of fitness = overcompensation

� Adaptation takes place during the rest phase

� Short change the rest you get – may not see an 
improvement in your fitness

� Objective of training – cause positive change to body
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Overload - visual

Initial fitness level

Fatigue

Recovery

Overcompensation
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Overtraining

Overcompensation

Recovery

Initial fitness level

Fatigue

Correct workload
Too hard workload – no overcompensation, lost days in training

Overtrain = longer recovery time
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Signs of overtraining

� Elevated resting heart rate

� Sudden drop in performance 

� Insomnia 

� Headaches

� Decreased immunity (increased number of colds, and sore throats)

� Loss of enthusiasm for the sport 

� Decreased appetite 

� Increased incidence of injuries

� A compulsive need to exercise
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Treating overtraining

� Rest is the primary treatment plan

� Low levels of exercise (active recovery) during the rest period will 
speed recovery. 

� Moderate exercise has also been shown to increase immunity. 

� Total recovery can take several weeks and includes proper 
nutrition and stress reduction. 

� Mental state is the most reliable indicator of overtraining

� Athletes ignore these signs or wait too long before doing 
something

� An important component of exercise is to objectively measure your 
training and modify it before damage is done. 
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What happens in the body

� One muscle, e.g. quads – made up of millions of muscle 
fibres

� When the muscle contracts a certain number of the fibres 
contract 100%
- e.g. only half the fibres contract all the way

� Number of fibres which work depend on how hard you 
contract the muscle
- Small contract = small number of fibres

- Strong contract = most or all of fibres contract

� How our muscles work
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Effect of long sessions on the fibres
� More the muscle fibres contract, more chance of injury

Microscopic tears in some muscle fibres
they then stop contracting

below pain barrier

Less muscle fibres working
More stress on existing fibres

Bleeding in muscles

Use of muscles not trained
Pain becomes noticeable

Biomechanics change

Cannot run
Fatigue

Injury
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DOMS

� Comes on a day or two after a long run

� Often when you’ve over cooked it on a training session

� Small tears in fibres, bleeding in muscle

� As the tears adhere and start to heal

� Any movement pulls apart the fibres

� Once they are healed legs start to feel better

� Delayed onset of muscle soreness
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Overuse injuries

� Biomechanics
- One part of the muscle used on every contraction
- Becomes fatigued
- Under stress tightens and shortens
- Or can lengthen and weaken
- Results in injury

� Case study
- Neil – pain in gluts after runs
- Gave massage treatment
- Gave stretching and corrective exercises
- Still getting pains

� Decided to see how he ran, spotted the problem

� Altered/bad biomechanics
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Good news

� Recovery, recovery, recovery
- Without it you won’t improve

� Have a training program and don’t be tempted to swap to a 
new one when the next running mag comes out

� Listen to your body, if your resting heart rate is high, do a 
recovery run

� Fuel up

� Let your body recover with a few elite techniques

� You can help overcome these problems
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Recovery

� Keep the blood circulating
- Heart keeps beating, blood pools in legs

- Keep moving, will help the blood keep circulating

- Can help with lactate re-absorption

� Moderate exercise can help recover
- Especially after the long runs, gentle exercise will get fresh 

blood into your legs

- Stops the sticky stuff binding everything up

- If you can’t manage a run, go for a walk or a swim

� Cool down
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Recovery

� Dynamic warm up

� Dynamic warm down

� Static stretching 3 hours or more after completing session

� Compression tights

� Ice baths

� Latest elite protocols
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Recovery

� Reduce bleeding and speed up healing
- Used by elite athletes
- After stretching, run a cold bath, enough to cover the legs
- Sit in the bath for as long as you can

� Why this works
- The cold forces the microscopic blood capillaries to constrict
- This stops the bleeding in the muscles
- The sooner the bleeding stops the sooner repair work can begin
- It also squeezes out the old dead blood in your legs
- When you have a hot bath/shower afterwards, you get a rush of fresh blood into 

you legs
- This fresh blood has the tools to repair the damage in your muscles

� Ice baths
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Recovery

� Replace the fuel you have burnt off
- Your muscles are more receptive to absorbing fuel within about 

20 minutes of finishing exercise

- An easy to absorb fuel will go straight to the muscles

� Replenish the protein
- Taking advantage of this absorption window, you can get 

proteins into the muscles to start repairs

- Easy to absorb protein such as a whey protein mixed in water, 
will go directly to work

� There are good recovery drinks on the market

� Refuel in 20 minutes
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Recovery

� Used by most elite athletes, research to back it up
- Reduces DOMS by 30%

- Increase in joint flexibility by four degrees, this being a 
statistically significant amount

- More importantly an increase of more than 13% in strength

� Injury prevention = increased training time

� Improves recovery = gets you back to training quicker

� Improves self awareness = you can focus on changing 
training/biomechanics, effective stretching and strengthening

� Sports massage
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Injury prevention

� How old are yours?

� The average running shoe lasts between 300-600 miles

� Get 2 pairs of the same trainer
- Use one for everyday training
- Save the other for your long runs and the event

� Ensure you have suitable trainers which match your running style

� Running mags have reviews if you need help

� Go to a running shop to get your shoes
- take your old ones in for them to look at
- If they don’t do a gait analysis or check your running style, vote with your feet 

and go to another shop
- If you’ve had some injuries, it might be you need a different type of shoe

� If they are fashionable, they won’t make the distance

� Running shoes
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Injury prevention

� For every hour of cycling – 5000 pedal revolutions

� Have the wrong set up – repetitive injury

� Get a bike fitting done

� Accidents
- Can switch off certain muscles

- Can alter biomechanics

- Cause secondary injuries

- Get yourself checked over

� Bike setup and accidents
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Injury prevention

� Improper Technique 
- reaching too far and over-rotating 

- crossing over in freestyle when pulling

� Sudden increase in training distance or intensity 

� The use of pull buoys and hand paddles 

� Swimming only freestyle at every workout 

� Unbalanced strength development

� Limited flexibility

� Swimming
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Injury prevention

� Bombing out before the event
� Last year I was contacted by quite a number of runners just before the London 

marathon
� They had been training with some niggles and wanted to sort them out the week 

before the marathon
� Not all of them made it to the start line because they had ignored them for too long

- Runners knee, or ITB pain
- Achillies pain or tendonosis
- Plantar fascitis or shin splints

� If not picked up early can put you out of training for a few weeks, if not months
- Muscles – 3-6 weeks to repair
- Tendons/connective tissue – 12 weeks to repair

� Niggles – don’t ignore them
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Injury prevention

� Running surface
- Concrete paving stones – poison for the muscles
- Run on softer surfaces such as tarmac, gravel or grass

� Road camber
- If the surface you are running on is not level, it may create 

stress in your muscles and bones
- Change your route or alternate running on the camber

� Sudden increase in training distance/workload
- Places too much stress on the body, causes injury
- Build incrementally

� Things to look out for
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Injury prevention

� Stretching
- If you hate stretching, do something like yoga
- Research has shown injuries to be a result of inflexibility of muscles – again in 

moderation if you have not been stretching
- A stretch held for longer is more effective

� Strengthening
- Some injuries are caused by weak muscles, you may need to do some work on 

these areas
- you need to find out which ones need help, there are some very good basic 

exercises that get these muscles back functioning

� Sports massage
- Early detection of problems, as a sports person myself, this is the most valuable 

part for me
- Repair these areas, advice on stretching, strengthening

� What you can do to help
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What to do it I get an injury

� Firstly, stop exercising

� Make a note of what happened, it will help when you get treatment

� Ice the area
- Ice in a bag (not directly on the skin)

- Only ice until the skin starts to change colour, then remove

- Re-ice when skin has warmed up again

- Keep icing for 24-48 hours

� Seek help if the ice does not help with the pain after 48 hours

� If the pain does subside, start with moderate exercise again

� But I would advise to get some treatment to help prevent a reoccurrence
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How do I know I need a treatment

� Our bodies are still working on a caveman system

� Which means it adapts and ignores pain to allow us to 
escape from danger

� In the early stages of an injury the body will change it’s 
biomechanics to compensate, so we may not be aware of 
the pain

� The injury builds gradually as we keep training
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Beating the caveman in us

� Pinch test

� Indicates some tissue damage

� Where to pinch
- Test on finger
- Achilles
- Shins
- Knees, ITB

� Any pain = damage

� Pain before or after exercise is also an issue

� Catch early and it’s quicker and easier to treat
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Ten Laws of Running Injuries

� Injuries are not an act of God

� Each injury progresses, builds gradually

� Each injury indicates a breakdown
- Training surfaces, shoes, bike setup, etc
- Training methods

� Most injuries are curable

� Sophisticated methods are seldom needed

� Treat the cause not the effect

� Complete rest is seldom the best treatment

� Never accept as final the advice of a nonrunner/cyclist (MD or other)

� Avoid surgery

� Recreational running does not cause osteoarthritis
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Case study - runner

� First time marathon runner
- Been running through the pain for over 3 weeks

� ITB problem, 3 weeks before the marathon
- Lost of swelling around outside of knee
- pain on bending and straightening the knee

� Been to physio for 3 weeks and was told she would not be able to run

� Stopped her running, got her swimming initially

� Aggressive icing, every few hours

� Tissue around the area was thick and fibrous
- Fairly intense treatment around the area

� Took over 2 weeks for swelling to start to subside
- Got her to start doing cycling as well as swimming
- She did 1 hour run before the marathon
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Case study - cyclist

� Elite cyclist
- Came off bike, landed on hip

- Found bike uncomfortable, changed saddle height

- Hamstrings tightened up, loss of power, legs felt heavy

� Retested his gluts
- Injury side, gluts had switched off

- Gluts = 1/3 of leg power

- Increased take up in hamstrings and lower back

� Gave simple glut reactivation exercises

� Back racing in top form
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Bike setup

� www.cyclefit.co.uk

� Agreed to offer you £20 off a bike fit

� Normally £155

� UBS £135

� Before end of March 09
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Next talk – Fuelling up

� Any feedback from the last talk

� Give you an understanding of what fuels your body uses

� Your bodies energy systems, which ones you need for a 
marathon

� Hitting the wall – why it happens and how to prevent it

� All fuels are not created equal, which ones to use when

� TBC
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Contact

� Peta McSharry
07799 037773

� peta@sportsmassagezone.co.uk

� www.sportsmassagezone.co.uk
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Questions?


